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T he Greek islands have the reputation 
of little heavens for dreamy holidays 
by the blue sea and under the caress-
ing rays of the sun. You are located in 

one of the top 5 islands of the world. You selected a 
unique destination. 
Santorini cherishes sublime views to the volcano 
that split it in two in the past and “sails” amidst the 
deep blue of the Aegean. 
Breathtaking landscapes from the Caldera cliffs, 
black and red volcanic beaches and lunar geology, 
astonishing sunsets awaiting your adoration. 
This pocket guide aims to direct you to locations 
worthy of your visit and, additionally, propose ideas 
for the best of Fun&Nightlife, Shopping, the Art of 
Jewelry for elaborate, eternal gifts and Art Galleries 
for outstanding works of art, so that your stay here 
will be a memorable forever. 
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Best Regards,

Elena Stamataki

Olympian Pantheon 
Tourism Marketing Services
8, Tylissou & Kainouriou 
71202 Heraklion - Crete. Greece
Tel. +30 2811103189
www.olympianpantheon.gr
info@olympianpantheon.gr
fb: Olympian-Pantheon
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Art
in Santorini

Santorini is - without the merest doubt - an 
irresistible pole of attraction for the lovers 
of art. 
Devote some of your time in visiting, at least, 
a selection of the plethora of galleries of the 
island where you will discover pieces by lo-
cal artists, Greek painters and sculptors of 
international recognition and known inter-
national names. 
Do not omit to also visit the jewelry stores 
of the “street of gold” in the heart of the 
capital, Fira. The island has been attract-
ing for decades artists, painters and jewelry 
designers alike, thus manifesting a long-
lasting tradition. 
Treasure hunt the best of art, gold and gems 
in the galleries and jewelry stores spread all 
over the island in abundance.
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Santorini has been through-
out the years an inspiration to 
various artists, starting with 
the great Nobel Prize winner 
poets, Odysseus Elytis and 
George Seferis, to internation-
ally renowned painters, writ-
ers, architects   and photogra-
phers and to other less known 
humble art lovers. 

The tragedy of its landscape, 
the colors of its sunsets, its sea 

and its sky have been drawn, 
sung, or captured in a pro-
fessional or less professional 
snapshot countless times. 

Many of them like interna-
tionally aclaimed sculptor Y. 
Kipris from Mati Galleri, Mr. 
Asimis who is considered to 
be Santorini’s painter and Mrs. 
Kolaitou from AK gallery, “Mr 
Rigopoulos from photo galleri 
or mr Eduart Giopalaj, wood 

Art
in Santorini

sculptor,chose to settle per-
manently and work in the land 
of their inspiration, ushering 
remarkable art spaces and 
giving the island a strong cre-
ative impulse. 
The long tradition of Santorini 
in art begins in the 17th centu-
ry B.C.. In the ruins of the an-
cient settlement of Akrotiri, 
frescoes of exceptional beau-
ty and aesthetics were discov-

ered in abundance, revealing 
to the researchers valuable 
details from the everyday life 
of the indigenous civilization. 

These murals, true piec-
es of art of an enviable tech-
nique, that decorated the in-
side of the houses, reflect  
a refined and rich society with 
a true passion for art, which 
apparently was passed on to 
nowadays.
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Scattered all over the island’s  
narrow streets, popping out right  
and left where you least expect it, 
one can find painting and sculpture 
galleries, photography studios,  
jewelry and ceramic workshops. 

For those who consider them-
selves true art lovers, the quest 
for interesting and original art-
work is a lot more than a hobby, 
it is a passion and in Santorini it 
may turn out to be the hunting of 
a lost treasure. 

The quality and the originality of 
the work exhibited in numerous 
galleries in the island, may turn 
out to be a pleasant surprise.  
The owners of the island’s art 
spaces are personally engaged 
in searching and discovering 
young, upcoming Greek artists, 
who opt to present their work in 
Santorini. 

Most galleries assume re-
sponsibility for the shipping of 
the artwork at the place of your 
choice worldwide, so if you find 
something of interest, its trans-
fer should be the least of your 
worries. artpaths
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OPERA ART GALLERY 1971
OIL ON CANVAS      SCULPTURE    WATERCOLOR     JEWELLERY

THE LANDSCAPE OF PAINTER MARIUSZ STOKOWIEC TODAY

THE ARTIST IS ABSENT, A SHORT STORY ON GREEK SCULPTURE 
YOU HAVE TOU VISIT US.

      

OPERA ART GALLERY 1971

White - Blue - Red & Black
OIA,SANTORINI

OIL ON CANVAS - SCULPTURES - JEWELLERY
MARIUSZ STOKOWIEC  LOUKA NOMIKOU 111   84702 -OIA SANTORINI.GREECE

 WWW.OPERAARTGALLERY.COM |OPERA@STOKOWIEC.COM  
T.+30 22860 28881 M.+306980058707

OPERA ART GALLERY 1971

White - Blue - Red & Black
OIA,SANTORINI

OIL ON CANVAS - SCULPTURES - JEWELLERY
MARIUSZ STOKOWIEC  LOUKA NOMIKOU 111   84702 -OIA SANTORINI.GREECE

 WWW.OPERAARTGALLERY.COM |OPERA@STOKOWIEC.COM  
T.+30 22860 28881 M.+306980058707

          OPERA ART GALLERY 1971
OIL ON CANVAS      SCULPTURE    WATERCOLOR     JEWELLERY

          

THE LANDSCAPE OF PAINTER MARIUSZ STOKOWIEC TODAY

 MARIUSZ  STOKOWIEC 
,THE ARTIST, 

THE MAN WHO SPEAKS WITH WORKS OF ART

  

  
    

THE ARTIST IS ABSENT, A SHORT STORY ON GREEK SCULPTURE YOU HAVE TO VISIT US.
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Oia, Santorini - Oria Gallery
T.  +30 2286071980
M. +30 6973986852
nikosrigopoulos@gmail.com
www.photos-santorini.com

P h o t o  G a l l e r y

Nikos Rigopoulos is a professional photogra-
pher and, since 2000, the owner of ORIA 
Gallery in Oia, Santorini. 
After growing up in Athens, he travelled the 
world collecting experiences and subjects for 
his rich portfolio, and has exhibited his work 
throughout Greece, as well as in Sweden, 
France, Italy, and New York City. 
He is the recipient of numerous Greek and 
European awards.
Rigopoulos engages with a variety of 
subjects and styles, but no matter the context 
he consistently delivers a keen eye for overall 
framing and whimsical detail. 
Some say his photographs have soul, and 
are timeless. Rigopoulos himself responds 
that he thinks he might have a soul, but he is 
quite certain his photographs are actually just 
pieces of beautiful paper that can spark a bit 
of magic in the brain and the heart of a fellow 
lover of art.  
To admire his work, please visit ORIA Gallery 
on the cliffs of Oia, Santorini or find him online 
at www.photos-santorini.com
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Art foundation hosted in an extraor-
dinary exhibition space spreading 
in six thousand sq. meters, just one 
kilometer from capital Fira heading 
towards Pyrgos. The gallery consists 
of indoor art exhibition spaces and 
outdoor spaces for various art events 
and music / drama performances.  
It exhibits the artwork of significant 
painter Christoforos Asimis, sculptures 
and jewelry by Eleni Kolaitou and paint-
ings by Katonas Asimis. 

Established in 1990 on the plateau of the 
Orthodox Cathedral in Fira, Mati gallery 
is home to the works of art, the installa-
tions and projects of visual artist Yorgos 
Kypris. 
A hub of modern artistic expression and 
good taste visited by thousands annu-
ally who wish to admire the works of art 
that are inspired by human actions and 
portray issues of artistic, social and en-
vironmental interest.

What started in Chania, as an art space 
inside a glass cutting workshop contin-
ues in Santorini and has become one 
of the island’s most popular art joints, 
with exhibitions, musical performances 
and events. The collection includes art 
objects of different styles created by ac-
complished and new artists. Ceramics, 
sculptures, paintings, jewels and sou-
venirs are collected from galleries all 
around the world. The owner’s aim is to 
bring modern art into your everyday life 
through authentic and tasteful objects.  

Art Gallery in Oia village, hosted in a 
minimal space since 1988 and praising 
paintings and sculptures while ena-
bling imagination of exceptional pieces 
in a personal space back home. 
Works of art by Polish artist and art 
collector, Mariusz Stokowiec, and im-
portant Greek and international artists: 
Philolaos, Coulentianos, Parvine Curie, 
Eric Claus, Fanny Ferre, Gaitis, Gabri-
ella Simossi, Francoise Sieffert and a 
plethora of others. 

Situated on the main marble street of 
Oia village, it presents replica creations 
by known Greek artists but also authen-
tic pieces of art depicting Greek folklore, 
traditions and Cycladic features. 
Glass creations, wall paintings and ce-
ramics representing figures, are all 
handcrafted. Interesting also the metal 
and glass modern designs depicting an-
cient gods and goddesses. 

Creative ambassador of the island’s 
beauties and its dynamic, photographer 
Nikos Rigopoulos moved to the island in 
2000 and established a fascinating pho-
tograph gallery, exhibiting exceptional 
captures of landscapes and wedding 
photographs deriving from 1000 wed-
dings.
A recipient of European & Greek awards 
of photography and his love for his art 
energizes and motivates him.

AK Gallery Opera Art Gallery

Gallery Mati

Tzamia Krystalla Gallery 

Replica

Photo Gallery

Fira, Pirgos road
T. 22860 21506 - 23041
Oia T. 22860 72114 
www.ak-galleries.com

Oia - 111 Louka Nomikou str.
T. 2286028881
M. 6980058707
www.operaartgallery.com

Orthodox Cathedral plateau
Fira - T.  22860 23814
Atelie: 210 8231626
www.matiartgallery.com

Marinatou Str. - Fira
T. 22860 21226
www.tzamia-krystallagallery.gr

Oia
T. 22860 71916
www.replica-artwork.gr 

Oria Gallery - Oia 
T. 22860 71980
M. 6973 986852
www.photos-santorini.com

Tzamia - Krystalla 
Art Gallery
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Jewelry
in Santorini

Santorini is selected by natives and for-
eigners alike as the top destination for 
a wedding or for the renewal of vows. 
Thousands of couples have fallen in love 
in the island’s majestic views and in 
walking its narrow, picturesque alleys.   
The island counts numerous Jewelry 
stores, presenting their eclectic clientele 
with top quality pieces and alternative 
styles to suit even the most demanding 
tastes. 
Feast your eyes to extraordinary designs 
by Greek creators with long tradition in 
gold, silver, gems and diamonds. 
Whether you are searching for an im-
pressive archaic piece or a contempo-
rary specimen of art, chances are you 
will find your treasure here. 
Only the very best for your beloved.
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FIRA - SANTORINI 
GOLD STREET - T: 22860 28064 

OIA - SANTORINI 
FORUM OF OIA - T: 22860 27313 

www.alexandrosjewelry.gr
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Building on the long tradition of 
jewelry art dating back in the an-
cient times, modern Greek jew-
elry designers are considered both 
technically as well as aesthetically 
amongst the best in the world. 

Their refined, detailed work stands 
out for its finesse and elegance. On 
the island of Santorini one may find 
some of the most renowned bou-
tiques in Greece, emphasizing on 
handmade jewelry work. 

For those who wish to offer a truly 
unique and exquisite present to the 
most loved ones, don’t forget that 
a handmade piece of jewelry may 
only be compared to a piece of art. 

Alexandros best knowed for his 
masterpieces as a designer fuses 
classic glamour with modern so-
phistication in handmade jewelry.

The 3rd generation of Poniros 
legacy, with relevant studies in Italy 
and the USA is represented by son 
George Poniros with great success.

designers
Greek

& handmade pieces
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One of the most talented 
Greek designers, GIA gem-
ologist and internationally 
awarded with the most re-
cent The Vatican Awards 
for 3 concecutive years in 
2012, 2013 and 2014. 

Most of Yiorgos collec-
tions are inspired by the 
heavenly beauty of the 
heart taking landscape, 
the mystical ancient fres-
cos, the history and the 
unique light of colours of 
the distinctive island of 
Santorini.

  The creations of Yiorgos 
have gained worldwide 
success and have been adu-
lated by many celebrities 
of arts and politics like Do-
menico Dolce (of Dolce Gab-
bana), Catherine Zeta Jones, 
Rita Wilson (wife of Tom 
Hanks), Olivia Harrison, the 
Honorable Mrs Anson Chan, 
Michael Moore, Barbara 
Bush and many others.

The Volcanic 
Flower

Collection

Santorini   
“My strongest motivation to design”

Yiorgos Poniros

Μedusa
Collection

Waves 
Collection

Byzantine
Renaissance 
Collection

Akrotiri 
Collection
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Ring of the Honoured 
Cardinal of America 
Raymond Leo Burke

Thalassa
Collection

The outstanding Volcanic 
Flower Collection, the most 
recognizable collection and 
at the same time the trade-
mark of Yiorgos, is presented 
this year with Aegean blue 
diamonds and white dia-
mods, set in 18 carat white 
gold Yiorgos most recent col-
lection ‘Akrotiri’ is inspired by 
a decorative detail of a spiral 
design of the fresco found in 
the ancient Neolithic city of 
Akrotiri in Santorini, in the fa-
mous room of the Blue Mon-
keys and is set in black and 
white diamonds.
The ‘Atlantis’ and ‘Thalassa’ 
collections express the emo-
tions evoked by the black 
volcanic earth rising from the 

deep blue of the Aegean Sea.
The movement of the sea 
waves is given in a very par-
ticular way in the ‘Free Line’ 
Collection, the first success-
ful collection Yiorgos ever 
designed, together with the 
beautifully designed ‘Wreath’ 
collection which is inspired 
by the vineyards of Santorini.
You can visit the Poniros bou-
tiques in Santorini which are 
situated in the towns of Fira 
and Oia and meet the design-
er to have a personal expe-
rience of all these ethereal 
pieces of Jewellery Art.

SANTORINI BOUTIQUES
Fira - Goldstreet, 84700 T: +30 2286025165
Oia - Sunset Boulevard 84702, T: +30 22860 72260
MYKONOS BOUTIQUE
Down Town - Agia Anna, 84600 T: +30 22890 78545
MYKONOS GRAND - HOTEL & RESORT
ATHENS - SHOWROOM - WORKSHOP
36, Ermou Str., 3rd floor, 10563 T: +30 210 3233066

www.poniros.com

Free Line 
Collection

Akrotiri 
Collection
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Diamonds are a girls’ best friend!  
For those who think that this is a cliché, 
the answer would be think again. 

The diamond is considered a symbol of 
long lasting love as it is a gemstone that 
stands out, amongst other reasons, for its 
endurance and strength. Every diamond 
is unique and its discovery has been a 
miraculous trip itself, from the depths of 
the earth to an object of adornment and 
worship. 

Following its path to your hands, every 
gemstone has been grated according to 
certain features that determine its objec-
tive value, the so called 4Cs: cut, clarity, 
color and carat weight. 

Cut is the most important and most chal-
lenging to understand, as it gives a dia-
mond its brilliance which seems to come 
from its very heart. 
Clarity is determined by the flaws that 
were caused to the diamond during the 
formation process. 
Colorless diamonds, which are very rare, 
are the most desirable since they allow 
the refraction of light.
Carat weight is naturally proportional to 
its price. Large diamonds are extremely 
hard to find. 

best friend
A Girl’s

Having done your homework on diamonds 
when you are ready to pick the one piece of jew-
elry that probably matters the most in your life, 
don’t leave out the most important feature that 
will determine its price for a lifetime: your love for 
the person that will wear it.
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In search of a particular piece of jewelry 
for your beloved ones, you will be abso-
lutely spoilt for choice on the island of 
Santorini as there is a plethora of relevant 
stores at your disposal. Offering from ar-
chaic designs to fashionable and modern 
pieces of fine jewelry, all you have to do 
is select among a vast selection of rings, 
necklaces, bracelets, earrings, pendants, 
brooches and many more. 

The majority of jewelry stores are open 
all year round and mostly presenting their 
clientele with pieces which are, actually, 
handmade by Greek creators using pre-
cious metals and gem stones. In addition, 
you can order your own tailor-made in-
spirational design according to your per-
sonal wishes.

The art of jewelry had been impres-
sively advanced in ancient times. Unique 
pieces of jewelry and signet have been 
found mainly in ancient graves of different 
chronological eras, revealing information 
on the standard of living and the aesthetics 
of the ancient Greeks. In the archeological 
site of Knossos the frescoes decorating 
the houses reflect a refined and rich soci-
ety, and depict impressive jewelry mainly 
made out of gold and ivory. 

Original designs, proven unsurpassed in 
time, often dominate modern jewelry col-
lections of the finest boutiques in Greece, 
as elegance is simply timeless.

Ancient
jewelry
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Long legacy of jewelry art by modern Greek 
designers, both technically and aesthetically 
amongst the best in the world. 
Amazing boutique in Santorini offering 
handmade pieces of finesse and elegance 
addressing those who wish to offer a truly 
unique and exquisite present to their beloved 
ones. 
3rd generation talented sons with relevant 
studies in Italy and the USA, proudly maintain 
the brand’s great success.

This elegant and classy jewelry shop is lo-

cated in Oia, with a stunning view over the 

caldera. Its experienced team knows well 

how to satisfy a customer and to make you 

remember your purchase with a warm smile 

and a pleasant memory. Their creations are 

inspired by treasures and styles from the 

past. Each piece is unique, both modern and 

classic, decorated with excellent quality dia-

monds and other precious gems.

In here, every piece of Jewelry carries a mes-

sage, has a story to tell. It is a jewelry with 

soul. 

Ιlias Lalaounis, jeweler, artist and academi-

cian has become world renowned for creat-

ing luxurious gold jewelry steeped in history.

Lalaounis creations represent a synthesis of 

past and present, a unique interpretation of 

an ancient civilization or culture translated 

into a modern idiom. 

Atlantis Gallery located in Fira and operating 
for over 30 years, accounts as one of the best 
choices for jewelry and crystal shopping on 
the island. 
Excellent service, elegant environment and 
large collections of known Greek and foreign 
brands including Baccarat, Lalique, Daum, 
Bernardaud, Frederique Constant, Anna Ma-
ria Cammili, Oro Trend, Swarovski, Misaki 
Pearls, Casato Gioelli, Carrera y Carrera and 
Nomos watches. 

Poniros Jewellery

Santia Jewelry

ilias LALAoUNIS

Atlantis

Fira - Goldstreet 
T. 22860 25165
Oia -  Sunset Boulevard 
T. 22860 72260
www.poniros.com

Oia - Santorini
T. 22860 27330
www.santiajewellery.com

Fira - Ypapantis Str.
T. 22860 25844
www.iliaslalaounis.com

Fira- 13, Ypapantis str. 
T. 22860 22241
Fb. Atlantis Gallery, Santorini
www.atlantisgallery.gr

Αmethystos stone. 
This strange name comes from the 
ancient Greeks who believed that 

whoever wears amethystos pendant or 
drinks wine from a cup made by 

amethystos never gets drunk!

In Mythology

Pieces of jewelry art destined for eclectic 
customers, bearing stunning elegance and 
captivating originality. Alexandros jewelry 
being one of the most historic in the island 
is housed in a chick shopping center in Oia, 
“Forum of Oia” with stunning views of Caldera 
and in a chic store in Fira Gold street. 
Discover the finest selection of Greek and 
foreign designers like Leo Pizzo, Crivelli, Bul-
gari, K di Kuore and more. 
Fine gold and precious stones constitute ma-
jor raw-materials put into timeless creations 
that will bring glamour to your life and will be 
cherished forever. 

Alexandros Jewelry
Fira - T. 22860 28064
Oia - Forum of Oia
T. 22860 27313
www.alexandrosjewelry.gr

ilias LALAoUNIS
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Shopping
in Santorini

Shop till you drop like you are in Paris 
or in Rome, only in a smaller scale! 
Santorini may turn out to be a paradise 
for the aspiring shopaholics. 
Fancy boutiques, luxury jewelry stores, 
handmade accessories shops, spa 
centers, and of course everything that 
has to do with the beach, ranging from 
arm floats to snorkels and from swim-
suits to sunscreens you can find in 
abundance and in a wide variety in the 
shops of Santorini. 
Unleash you consuming instincts!
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OIA - SANTORINI. T: 22860 27313 OIA - SANTORINI. T: 22860 27313 
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They say that the right accessories 
complement or even highlight an im-
pressing or a less impressive outfit. 
A pair of shoes or a nice bag, an 
original pendant or a fancy hat, a silk 
colorful scarf or a handmade brace-
let to match  your summer mood and 
keep as a souvenir from your visit in 
Santorini, may turn out to be some-
thing that you will never let go of. 
Lounge around the little shops and it 
is certain that a little something will 
catch your eye. 
Have you ever seriously considered 
what you need in order to make a 
fashionable appearance at the beach? 
Surely the first thing that comes to 
mind is a trendy swimming suit. But 
this is only the beginning. 
Check your suitcase and make sure 
you have at least one matching tunic, 
a beach towel, fancy sunglasses, a 
straw hat, a head band, flip flops or 
sandals, a comfy beach pillow, a sea 
mattress, a flask, all kind of sun-
screen and after sun products and 
last but not least a colorful big beach 
bag to fit everything in. 
In case you have forgotten any of 
the above, there is no need to panic! 
You’ll find just what you need and 
much more at the numerous shops 
of the island.

when it comes to 
 accessories
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Vassilis Emmanuel Zoulias

ART GREEK BOUTIQUE OIA SANTORINI

     

NANA GUGUNASHVILI  
CLOTHING - SHOES - BAGS - ACCESSORIES - JEWELLRY - VINTAGE

         

                                   

OIA 84702  112  LOUKA NOMIKOU ST - SANTORINI-GREECE   
T. 2286028881  | M.+306970127771 

WWW.GUGU.STYLE |  BOUTIQUE@GUGU.STYLE

Fashion and art are interlinked with many factors. It’s 
not just what you create. 
It’s how you make it stand out from the rest. It’s how 
you present it, in harmony with the surrounding en-
vironment. It’s how you create your own style and 
people recognize your creations with just one glance. 
Art is also the feeling you create to the person, who 
wears or carries your creations. It’s how they feel 
beautiful and unique.
There are some fashion designers, who make fash-
ion flow from their soul. The things that inspire them 
bring out truly unique results and create pieces of art 
that are original and long lasting. Vassilis Zoulias is 
one such designer. 
Don’t miss his fabulous collection of clothes and ac-
cessories that just arrived in Oia.

when art meets 
fashion
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   by the
beach indulge

  yourself
Starting early in the day, the beach bars 
located in the busy sandy beaches of 
Santorini, Kamari, Perissa, Perivolos 
and Vlychada are bursting with people 
and action! Ranging from chilling out 
bars to... less chilling, the music and the 
drinks are drifting people to wild parties 
that last until sunset, or in many cases 
until the following day! 

The sun, the sand and the local beer or 
the original cool cocktails are the basic 
components to a successful beach party. 
Don’t resist, just give in.

After a long day at the beach and a con-
structive afternoon at the shops, some of 
you may need a bit of relaxation, a pedi-
cure or a hair care. 
Luxurious spa centers, constructed 
in perfect harmony with the abstract 
landscape of the island, which is itself 
a source of relaxation, are an absolute 
must before you leave the island. In-
dulge yourself in the treatments of the 
qualified stuff, let them rub you, mas-
sage you, stretch you, take care of you 
until you feel completely relaxed and 
refreshed. That’s what holidays is all 
about! 
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•	Do not leave your hotel room without your 
hat, sunglasses and your sun block.

•	Make sure you choose the right SPF depend-
ing on your skin type and renew it regularly.  
A wise choice would be natural bio products, 
look for them at local stores.

•	Keep hydrating yourself! Drink lots of liquids 
and eat lots of fruit.

•	Make a good plan, Santorini is full of beauti-
ful beaches for all tastes: popular or isolated, 
sandy or rocky, organized or plain. Take a 
look at the Santorini Guide.

•	Boost your ego! Buy yourself a colorful 
swimming suite. For the ladies, a matching 
pareo is an ideal outfit for the day.

       Tips 4 
    the beach 

HEALTH CONSULTANTS FOR OVER 35 YEARS
PROVIDING MEDICAL AND WELL-BEING SERVICES

Apivita, Korres, Frezyderm, Avene, Vichy, La Roche Posay, Lierac, Nuxe, 
Bioderma, Roger Gallet, Bepanthol, A-derma, Roc, Ducray, Solene, Bio Oil,

Solgar, Nature's Bounty, Health Aid, Lanes, Power Health, Lamberts, 
Anderson, Juvamine, Avent, Chicco, Nuk, Oral B, Scholl, Siemens

Dermocosmetics, Food Supplements, 
Sun Care, After Sun, Traveller’s Essentials, Dental Care, 

Baby Care, Hearing Aids, Reading Glasses, Orthopedic Supplies,
Electronic Cigarettes, Eye Care

FIRA (ACROSS TAXI STATION)
tel +30 22860 23444

 info@santorini-pharmacy.gr  |  facebook.com/SantoriniPharmacy
*from suncare, dermocosmetics & food supplement departments

DAILY

offers
OPENOPEN

TILL LATE
NIGHT
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Your journey in the world of beauty begins 
at famous beauty Greek chain store, Hondos 
Center, in the heart of the capital Fira. Beauty, 
toiletries, make-up, sunscreens, clothes, 
swimsuits, accessories, shoes, bags and gifts 
for women, men and children. 
Also, branded cosmetics and perfumes, such 
as MAC, APIVITA, CLINIQUE, ESTEE LAUDER, 
LANCOME, CHRISTIAN DIOR and many more 
and some pharmacy products in a friendly 
environment.  

This chic shopping centre in Oia is housed in a 
beautiful building with a breathtaking view of 
the caldera. It features clothing, bags and ac-
cessories by internationally renowned brands 
such as K di Kuore, Ted Baker & Longshamp. 
Find here also the celebrated jewellery Alex-
andros whose timeless and extraordinary cre-
ations are something to be cherished forever, 
with Greek and foreign designers like Leo Piz-
zo, Grivelli, Bulgari, Patek Phelippe and more. 
After a unique shopping experience, you can 
enjoy a delicious roof-garden cocktail whilst 
relaxing and enjoying the unforgettable sunset!

Hondos Center

Forum Of Oia

Fira 
T. 22860 25555

Oia - Santorini 
T. 22860 27313

Vassilis Emmanuel Zoulias

ART GREEK BOUTIQUE OIA SANTORINI

     
NANA GUGUNASHVILI  

CLOTHING - SHOES - BAGS - ACCESSORIES - JEWELLRY - VINTAGE

                                            OIA 84702  112  LOUKA NOMIKOU ST - SANTORINI-GREECE T. 2286028881  | M.+306970127771  WWW.GUGU.STYLE |  BOUTIQUE@GUGU.STYLE

An idea born and raised in Santorini. In-
spired by their surroundings, Sarah and Sta-
this create a unique collection of women’s 
clothes and accessories, made exclusively in 
Greece. Fashionable dresses with a personal 
touch, unique tops, stylish garments and 
everything a woman needs to feel beautiful 
and unique. For a closer look to a collection 
with personality, visit their two stores in Fira, 
SPICY and THE LACE,  and keep in touch 
through their e-shop.

Spicy Boutique / The Lace
Fira  T. 22860-24213 
            22860-21557
The Lace: 22860 23251
www.spicyeshop.com

The richest collection of shoes and fashion 
accessories is waiting for you to discover it 
in one of the three Gavallas stores, in Fira. 
Gavallas, Source by Gavallas and White are 
addressed to demanding customers who 
seek quality, variety, and high standard ser-
vice. A large number of brands, Greek, for-
eign and international are available, such as 
Hugo Boss, Armani Jeans, Bally, DKNY and 
more. Open all day and night, ready to satisfy 
your fashion instincts. 

The world renowned designer, much loved 
and praised by fashionistas, arrives in San-
torini and ads his touch and color to the is-
land’s fashion palette. He chose Oia as the 
setting of his arrival. In a beautiful white-
washed shop, he showcases his elegant 
collection of clothes, shoes and handbags, 
inspired by icons and concepts from the 
past and present. His style is unique and you 
must add at least one of his creations to your 
wardrobe, because it’s simply fabulous.

Source/White/Gavallas

Zoulias

Fira - Goldstreet 
T. 2860 28088
   2860 23931
   2860 22617

Oia 112 Louka Nomikou Str.
T. 22860 28881
M.6970127771
www.gugu.style

Pharmacy
Fira, across Taxi station
T. 22860 23444

Centrally located pharmacy and cosmetics 
shop which is bound to cover your every per-
sonal need. 
This is where you will find modern services 
concerning healthcare and beauty. Its experts 
will be willing to aid you on personalized solu-
tions concerning branded sunscreens for the 
face and body and hydrating products for use 
after your sunbathing sessions at the beauti-
ful beaches of the island. 



 D
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For those who love fashion no matter 
when or where, Santorini will defi-
nitely not be a disappointment. 
Just a glance at the luxury boutiques 
of Fira and Oia is enough to convince 
you to spend some of your precious 
holiday time shopping.  
A vast variety of unique high fashion 
pieces,  of greek as well as inter-
national designers, known or less 
known,  mainstream or alternatives, 
will convince you that the fashion 
business loves Santorini not just to 
visit but also to promote or even to 
introduce its products.

Shopaholic
Funky Buddha

Marco Russo

With a rich experience in fashion, Marco 
Rousso brings to Santorini a touch of good 
taste and high quality in men’s and women’s 
clothing. Discover an enormous collection of 
clothes, underwear, shoes, bags and acces-
sories, as well as trendy and comfortable san-
dals. Designer clothes from the world’s best, 
such as Christian Lacroix, Replay, Uniform, 
Scotch&Soda, Maison&Scotch, Superga, 
Pinup Girl and Christophe Sauvat in a great 
variety of sizes and colors.

A palette of colors and trendy designs, in-
spired by the oriental lines of India and the 
flashy patterns of pop culture. Original gar-
ments, inventive styles and rich colors are 
what you need to stand out of the crowd 
with your personal look. For the first time, 
Funky Buddha introduces, this year, a full 
women’s collection in light summer lines 
and colors.  Discover the summer collection 
2015. Discover the rich variety of high quality 
clothes in Fira/Oia, Santorini.

Apivita has been creating natural effective 
and holistic products since 1979 to promote 
health and beauty.
Nikos and Niki Koutsianas, both pharmacists, 
created their first natural cosmetic products 
using bee products and Greek herbs. 
From 1979, its sources of inspiration are: the 
society and the products of the bee, the rich 
Greek nature and the holistic approach of 
Hippocrates.
Find it in all pharmacies and in Hondos center. 

Apivita
www.apivita.com

Fira
T. 22860 22192
   22860 23242

Fira
T. 22860 36303
www.funky-buddha.com

Marco Russo
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Bar
Restaurants

and more

For those who are looking for a bit of 
action before or after the sunset, the 
beaches of the island host sport cent-
ers providing all sort of equipment for 
sea sport and activities, lively all-day 
beach bars and restaurants to suit all 
tastes. 
For the night owls, Fira and Oia  offer 
different options for an exciting night-
life, ranging from night clubs to small 
cafes and from rock bars to chill – out 
places, playing classical music exclu-
sively. 
Who said that Santorini is reserved for 
romantics only? Think again! 
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Santorini’s
Nightlife

Santorini is best known for its roman-
tic spots. Wandering around the nar-
row streets of Fira and Oia you come 
across several little cafes and bars, with 
a breathtaking view over caldera and 
Santorini’s amazing sunsets. 
Original decoration, classy atmosphere, 
high quality service, the best summer 
cocktails and love is in the air…  
As wine is an essential part of everyday 
life in Santorini, most restaurants, cafes 
and bars have a rich wine selection in 
their wine lists, emphasizing mostly 
on local varieties, but often including 
selected wine labels from all over the 
world.
And while some are holding hands, 
whispering words of passion and think-
ing of popping the big question as  they 
are sipping on a glass of fine wine or a 
champaign cocktail, others are immedi-
ately drawn by the summer funky mood 
of the island and are set to discover the 
alternative face of Santorini.
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Small 
getaways

Perivolos – Perissa
The long beach that stretches in the 
southeastern part of the island is divided 
into two successive bays, named Perivo-
los and Perissa. 
The thick, black sand, and the deep, crys-
tal water are its characteristics. Along 
the coast there are trendy restaurants 
and picturesque taverns, well organized 
beach bars for chill out or intense fun. 
Here, one can also test one’s skills in all 
sorts of water sports. The access to the 
beach and the parking is easy. The beach 
is the ideal scene for romantic weddings 
and beach parties that are often organized 
during summer time.

Starting early in the day, the beach 
bars located in the busy sandy 
beaches of Santorini, Kamari, Per-
issa, Perivolos and Vlychada are 
bursting with people and action! 
Ranging from chilling out bars to... 
less chilling, the music and the 
drinks are drifting people to wild 
parties that last until sunset, or in 
many cases until the following day! 

The sun, the sand and the local 
beer or the original cool cocktails 
are the basic components to a suc-
cessful beach party. 
Don’t resist, just give in.
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The unique in taste and quality prod-
ucts of Santorini, are grown on the 
volcanic soil of the island, watered 
by the sea and the evening due.  The 
most renowned local culinary de-
light is of course the Santorini wine. 
The rocky, volcanic soil of the island 
creates unique, unruly and erotic 
flavors of the legendary strains of 
the Aegean. The most prestigious 
of all is a rare sun-dried wine called 
Vinsanto. The famous white wines 
of Santorini are characterized by an 
excellent balance of fruit, alcohol 
and acidity and accompany ideally 
the delicacies of the local cuisine.  
Capers, broad beans, small fruited 
tomatoes, white eggplants and 
green cheese star in local recipes, 
which can be tasted in various ver-
sions, authentic or more gourmet, in 
the numerous restaurants of the is-
land. Whether you chose a tradition-
al tavern or a luxurious restaurant 
you will enjoy a dish cooked with 
special care and always with the 
same goal: to enchant your palate.

Santorini is best known for its ro-
mantic spots. Wandering around the 
narrow streets of Fira and Oia you 
come across several little cafes and 
bars, with a breathtaking view over 
caldera and Santorini’s amazing 
sunsets. 
Original decoration, classy atmos-
phere, high quality service, the best 
summer cocktails and love is in the 
air…  As wine is an essential part of 
everyday life in Santorini, most res-
taurants, cafes and bars have a rich 
wine selection in their wine lists, 
emphasizing mostly on local varie-
ties, but often including selected 
wine labels from all over the world.
And while some are holding hands, 
whispering words of passion and 
thinking of popping the big question 
as  they are sipping on a glass of fine 
wine or a champaign cocktail, oth-
ers are immediately drawn by the 
summer funky mood of the island 
and are set to discover the alterna-
tive face of Santorini.

Delicious   Santorini Santorini wine
The most renowned    
local culinary delight
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If you are looking for an exqui-
site gourmet experience in San-
torini, Idol is the restaurant for 
you. 
From the concept of its cuisine, 
carefully created by chef Costas 
Aggelopoulos, the local prod-
ucts and ingredients carefully 
selected and brought from all 
over Greece (strictly Protected 
Designation of Origin), to the list 
of rare, collectible wines and 
spirits, this restaurant emits an 
air of creativity and takes Greek 
cuisine to a whole new level. 
Dishes like smoked fava, rusk 
clappers with multicolored to-
matoes, figs and white cheeses 
ice cream, or the oak-smoked 
lamb with wild mushrooms are 
once-in-a-lifetime treats that 
must not be missed. Seal this 
culinary experience with one of 
the rare premium alcohol sug-
gestions or a beverage from the 
inspired list.

Creative cuisine
and more...

FIRA | T. +30 2286023292
www.idol-santorini.com
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A blonde, light lager, cool and refreshing, with rich 
foam, easy-to-drink that pairs perfectly with Greek 
flavors and recipes, goes by the name ALFA. 

It has a discreet aroma and is one of the oldest beer 
brands in Greece since it is already 54 years old. 
ALFA Beer was the first beer carrying a Greek brand 
name (‘ALFA’ comes from the first letter of the Greek 
alphabet, implying top quality). ALFA Beer, with its 
glowing golden-yellow color and its gentle aroma of 
malt and yeast, is produced by the Athenian Brewery 
following the old traditional recipe, using Greek barley. 

Moreover, its bottle shape has many similarities with 
the original ALFA bottle that appeared in the 1960s. 
ALFA is the beer that keeps us company when we are 
enjoying our most authentic, relaxed, and carefree 
moments, the ones we share either with people, or in 
the places where we feel the “ALFA side of ourselves”.

A few words 
about ALFA Beer



 D
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Crystal all-day café bar is an ambient 

space of neo-baroque décor serving 

branded coffee varieties, refreshing 

beverages, delicious snacks and elaborate 

desserts. 

We select it for the sunset and for its fin-

est views of the volcano and the Aegean 

Sea, but also for an evening cocktail in a 

romantic setting under the starlit sky in the 

sounds of lounge music.  

Crystal

Stylish beach bar & restaurant on the fa-

mous black sand of Perissa beach, where 

you can spend your entire day.

Pick a comfy sun bed and be served with 

cooling drinks and coffees, rich breakfast or 

light lunch and, later on, move to the up-

per deck to taste delectable dishes of Greek 

and Mediterranean cuisine for dinner. 

Parties and events on a regular basis.     
Demilmar
Perissa
T:22860 85070
www.demilmar.com

The absolute must of the island for a 

glamorous and fun cocktail session. 

Possibly the best balcony hanging off the 

Caldera cliffs in Fira and offering majestic 

views to the volcano and the Aegean.

It attracts the most chic and sexy crowd 

and organizes dazzling parties and con-

cept events regularly. 

Adore it for its fresh fruit or sparkling 

cocktails and its mood twisting tunes. 

Tango
Marinatou str. Fira
T. 6945 417875 - 6974 498206
www.tangosantorini.gr
F. Tango Bar Santorini

Fira 
T. 22860 22480
www.crystalbar-santorini.gr

Idol
Fira 
T. 22860 23292
www.idol-santorini.com

All-day café-bar-restaurant in capital Fira, 
spreading in 3 distinct levels with breath-
taking Caldera views to the volcano and the 
eternal blue. 
The richest breakfast in town, branded cof-
fees and tempting desserts. Also boasting 
a delicious menu of Mediterranean Cuisine 
and a wealthy variety of wine labels. 
The most atmospheric and romantic space 
for dining and wining within elegant and 
modern aesthetics.

Forty One
Perivolos 
T.: +30 22860 82710

Next to Forty One Restaurant, the Beach 
Bar is one of the trendiest and most beau-
tiful locations on the island. In an elegant 
environment, prize winning cocktails are 
served under the sounds of quality mu-
sic. Live jazz and reggae performances 
take place alternately. Lunch and dinner 
from the restaurant are also served there, 
which gives you the opportunity to enjoy 
creative Greek and Mediterranean cuisine 
in a classy environment by the sea.

Terpsi n Oia cafe restaurant bar is our ab-

solute suggestion for Oia.

It is located among the two famous and 

most photographed island‘s domes, and 

is open throughout the day for supreme 

breakfast and delectable dishes of Medi-

terranean creative cuisine.

At the end of the day enjoy a very romantic 

dinner tasting its delicious menu and an 

eclected wine list within elegant easthet-

ics.

Terpsi n Oia
Oia
T. 22860 71919
www.terpsienoia.com
Fb: Terpsi-en-Oia



 D
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PONIROS JEWELS

ALEXANDROS JEWELS

ATLANTIS JEWELS

AK ART FOUNDATION

INFORMATION

PARKING

CABLE CAR

TAXI

BUS STATION

TOWN HALL

HOSPITAL

PORT

BANK

POST OFFICE

TANGO

IDOL

SPICY 2

WHITE

SPICY 1

CRYSTAL

SOURCE

THE LACE

AK ART GALLERY

FUNKY BUDDHA

MARCO RUSSO

LALAoUNIS

MATI GALLERY

TZAMIA KRYSTALLA
GAVALAS

FIRA MAP
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Firostefani
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Imerovigli

DEMILMAR
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